
2 Phonology

The segmental phonemes of standard Yoruba are laid out in ta)3le 49.1. The
oral vowels form a straightforward seven-vowel system. Orthographically,
[e] and [d] are represented as e and o respectively, while the other vowels are
represented as they appear in the table (that is, i, e, a, o and u). Although the
nasalised vowels appear to represent a fairly symmetrical subset of the oral

vowels, the symmetry would perhaps better be represented as deriving from
a three-way contrast between high front, high back and low nasalised

vowels. This is because the vowel [e] has an extremely limited distribution

(appearing in standard Yoruba in only a few lexical items, such as iyen 'that')

and [5] and [d] are variants of a single phoneme. Orthographically, the
nasalised vowels are represented as a vowel 4- n sequence when immediately
following an oral consonant, and as a simple vowel when immediately
following a nasal consonant: sin [si] 'accompany', iyen [iye] 'that', fun [in]

%\ve\pon [kp5] 'draw (water)', tan [t5] 'finish', mo [ni5] 'know'.
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Table 49.1: Segmental Phonemes of Yoruba

Oral vowels i u

e o

a

Nasalised vowels I u
e 5

Bilabial
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'is coming', nfo [njft] 'is washing', nsun [risQ] 'is sleeping', njo [jijo] is

dancing', nkd [rjka] 'is reading'. Note that the syllabic nasal is generally only
written as 'm' before 'b'. In medial position, there is potential confusion over
whether an orthographic vowel- n -consonant sequence represents a

phonetic nasalised vowel-consonant sequence or a vowel-syllabic nasal-
consonant sequence. For example, the phonetic sequence [...orjk...] and
[...5k...] would both be represented orthographically as \..onk..\\ Where
such cases arise, they can be disambiguated by tone-marking the syllabic

nasal— which, of course, bears a tone by virtue of being syllabic. This brings

us to the second phoneme type not represented in table 49.1, namely tone.

Tone is of major importance in Yoruba. Three tones must be distinguished

underlyingly: high, mid and low. High is orthographically represented by an
acute accent '", Low is represented by a grave accent

' v '

and Mid is generally

left unmarked (although if it is necessary to mark it— such as with a syllabic

nasal— then a macron '"'
is used). The functional load of tone is considerable

in Yoruba. For example, numerous sets of lexical items are distinguished

solely by tone: igbd 'calabash', igba 'two hundred', igbd 'Locustbean tree',

igbd 'time', igbd 'climbing-rope'; obe 'soup', obe 'knife'; oko 'vehicle', oko
'hoe', oko 'husband', oko 'spear'. The functional importance of tone is

amplified when one considers how sequences of words are modified by
certain phrase-level phonological rules. For example, there is a common
process of vowel deletion that affects sequences of adjacent vowels in

connected speech. This process takes place in a number of environments,
one important one being between a transitive verb and its object. Typically

in such cases, the vowel of the verb is lost: ri aso -h> rdso 'see cloth' , ra epo -^

repo 'buy oil'. The vast majority of Yoruba verbs are monosyllabic, of the

form CV. Hence if the vowel of the verb deletes, the verb's lexical content is

conveyed primarily by its initial consonant and its tone.

Turning to matters of phonological organisation, consider first possible

syllables in Yoruba. Essentially, a syllable may consist of a vowel nucleus

with or without a consonant onset: V-syllable: a 'we', iwe 'book'; CV-
syllable

: ri 'see' ,
gbd 'take' . Consonant clusters are not permitted (recall that

orthographic 'gb' in an example like gbd represents not a sequence of

phonemes but a single multiply-articulated phoneme). On the other hand,
long vowels are attested. Compare, for example, odgun 'medicine' vs. dgun
'(name of a river)'; aago 'bell' vs. ago 'cup'. In many cases, long vowels can
be seen to derive from disyllabic sequences that have undergone consonant
deletion (for example, agogo — aago 'bell') or to derive from morphological
juxtaposition of vowels that do not result in vowel deletion (for example, in

the reduplicated form osoose 'every week' derived from ose 'week'). With
respect to the syllabic nasal, several observations should be made. First,

when the nucleus of a syllable is a nasal, there can be no onset. That is, a

syllabic nasal must constitute a syllable in its entirety. Second, a syllabic

nasal may occur initially (nld 'big') and medially (aldhgbd 'lizard') but not
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finally. Third, as mentioned above, a syllabic nasal must be homorganic with

a following consonant. In fact, even in the cases where a syllabic nasal

appears to occur prevocalically (such asndlo 'I didn't go'), it can be argued

that the nasal appears underlyingly in a preconsonantal position since d

'(negative)' is derived from kd by a rule of /^-deletion. It is possible therefore

to make the general statement that syllabic nasals appear only

preconsonantally (at least at the relevant stage of their derivation). As a

fourth and final point, one observes that in certain types of cases syllabic

nasals alternate with a sequence of nasal consonant followed by [i] (for

example, 6 wd nile ~6wd nle 'she is at home'). All of these observations can

be accounted for if syllabic nasals are analysed as deriving from a nasal-[i]

sequence. The place of articulation of this sequence is derived by

assimilation to a following consonant; the nasality of the syllable nucleus is

derived by assimilation of the nucleus to the onset. Hence a syllabic nasal

cannot have an onset because it actually does have a nasal onset; to allow a

phonetic onset to the syllabic nasal would require positing clusters

underlyingly— and clusters are not allowed in Yoruba. Similarly, syllabic

nasals cannot appear in final position since there is no following consonant to

assign a place specification to such a syllable. Hence statements about

syllable structure in Yoruba are almost maximally simple: syllables consist of

a nucleus with an optional onset.

In the above discussion of syllabic nasals, it was suggested that the nucleus

of a syllable assimilates in terms of nasality to a nasal onset . This is in fact due

to a widely recognised process that applies irrespective of whether a syllabic

nasal is created. Hence a vowel following the nasal consonant [m] will always

be nasalised. In fact, the nasalisation process is even more general than even

this suggests. As mentioned above, nasalised vowels contrast with oral

vowels in Yoruba (for example, ku 'die' vs. kun [ku] 'be full'; n 'drown' vs.

rin [fi] 'walk'). When a nasalised vowel is preceded in a syllable by a

sonorant, the sonorant itself becomes nasalised (hence rin [ft] 'walk', iydn

[iy5] 'pounded yam', won [w5] 'they', hun [hu] 'weave'). In general,

therefore, a sonorant — whether consonant or vowel — assimilates in

nasality to a tautosyllabic nasal segment.

In the above discussion of nasality and syllable structure, I have left

untouched the important alternation that one observes in Yoruba between

[n] and [1]. These two sounds are in complementary distribution, with [n]

occurring only before nasalised vowels and [1] occurring only before oral

vowels. Moreover, as a result of vowel deletion, [n] and [1] alternate in

various extremely common Yoruba morphemes. Consider the following

examples: niojd ~ Voja 'at the market', niaso ~ Vdso 'have cloth', 6 nio dda

~ 6 Vo dda 'he says it's all right'. In all three cases, loss of the nasalised vowel

[I] entails complete loss of nasality. Hence the nasality in [n] ~ [1] cases

patterns like the nasality in an example like fun ewure —fewure 'give (it to)

the goat' in that nasality is completely lost as a result of vowel deletion. It
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does not pattern like a ease such as mu emu ~ m'emu 'drink palm-wine'

where loss of the nasalised vowel [u] has no effect on the nasality of the

preceding consonant. In other words, the cases with [n] and [1] appear to

pattern like the cases involving nasalised vowels— and not like the cases

involving nasal consonants. Hence the general consensus has been that [n] is

an allophone of the phoneme III— derived when the phoneme III occurs in a

syllable with a nasalised vowel (see, for example, Bamgbose 1966). In fact, it

is possible under such an analysis to assume that the rule changing III into [n]

is simply the general rule of syllable-internal nasalisation of sonorants that

was described above.

Before leaving this topic, however, a couple of problems should be noted.

First, the nasality of a nasalised vowel is sometimes retained even when the

vowel itself is deleted: pin epo [kpf ekpo] ~ p'enpo [kpekpo] 'share the oil'.

As far as I know, such a possibility is never observed when the

consonant-nasalised vowel sequence is /1V/. That is, ni epo 'have oil' can be

realised as Vepo [lekpo] but never as rtepo [n6kpo]. The second problem is

that there is a systematic exception to the first one. Whenever llil is followed

by HI— and the sequence undergoes vowel deletion— nasality is retained.

For example, ni He 'at home' can be realised asn'ile but not as Vile. Finally,

the [n] ~
[1] pair patterns quite differently when it comes to certain

reduplicated forms than other nasal ~ oral sonorant pairs. In forming a

gerundive nominalisation, a CV prefix is attached to a verb stem. The vowel

of the verb stem is invariably [i] — and whether or not the stem vowel is

nasalised, the prefix vowel is oral: rd : rira 'buy : buying', ran [r5] : rirdn[riri]

'sew : sewing', wo : wiwo 'pull : pulling', won : wiwon 'expensive :

expensiveness', dun : didun 'sweet : sweetness', pin : pipin 'divide :

dividing'. This pattern is broken, however, by the [n] ~ [1] pair. In stems

where [n] appears— by hypothesis because the stem vowel is nasalised— [n]

also appears in the reduplicative prefix: ni : nini 'have : having', nd : nind

'spend : spending'. In one way or another, nasality from the stem is

transferred from the stem to the prefix with the sonorant pair [n] ~ [1] but

with no others. To conclude, the distribution of [n] and [1] is rule-governed

and there is therefore no reason to posit two underlying phonemes.

Basically, [n] patterns simply as the nasalised variant of [1]— comparable to

the nasalised variants of other sonorants in Yoruba. Nevertheless, the [n] ~

[1] pair behaves somewhat differently from other nasal-oral sonorant pairs.

There are a number of restrictions on the occurrence of vowels in Yoruba.

For example, in the standard language, vowel-initial nouns cannot begin

with [u] nor can they begin with a nasalised vowel. Moreover, certain vowels

cannot cooceur. In three papers in volume 6 of the Journal of African

Languages, A.O. Awobuluyi and A. Bamgbose show that two basic patterns

of vowel harmony hold. On the one hand, the mid vowels "e and o do not

cooceur with the mid vowels e and o (ese 'foot', efo 'vegetable', ose 'week',

oko 'husband'; ete 'lips', epo 'oil', dwe 'proverb', owo money'; but *oCo,



*oCe, *eCo, *eQ, *#Co etc.); on the other hand, front and back vowels do
not cooccur in monomorphemie ...CVCV... sequences (irdkd '(kind of

tree)', dburo 'younger sibling', irdwo 'star', ahere 'hut', dklki 'fame', atike

'make-up powder' etc.). On the whole, these harmonic restrictions operate

to define possible morpheme shapes in synchronic Yoruba; there appear to

be no productive morphemes manifesting alternate forms depending on the

harmonic class of the stem.

It was mentioned above that Yoruba has three contrastive tones: high,

mid and low. These tones are modified in a number of ways before reaching

their actual phonetic manifestations. For example, although the contrastive

tones are all level, phonetic contours occur in certain environments. A high

tone immediately following a low tone is realised as a rising tone: iwe [iwe]

'book', ore [dr£] 'friend', igbd [igba] 'Locustbean tree'. A low tone

immediately following a high tone is realised as a falling tone: owo wd [owo
wa] 'there is money', 6 diln [6 du] 'it is tasty', 6 kereju [6 kere ju] 'it is too

small'. Note that there is an asymmetry with respect to a tone's potential to

create a contour tone between high and low tones on one hand and mid tones

on the other. This asymmetry is also seen in other areas of Yoruba tonal

phonology. For example, when a mid-toned vowel is deleted, both vowel

and tone disappear. But when a high-toned vowel or a low-toned vowel is

deleted, the high or low tone will generally continue to have an effect on
adjacent tones (Bamgbose 1966, pp. 9-10). For example, in connected

speech, the i of igbd 'garden egg' is deleted in a phrase such as the following:

fe igbd [fe lgb&] -~>fegbd [fe gb&] 'want a garden egg'. In the phrase that has

not undergone vowel deletion, the final high of igbd is realised as a rising

tone because of the immediately preceding low tone; in the phrase where
vowel deletion has taken place, one also observes a rising tone in spite of the

apparent deletion of the low-toned vowel. Deletion of a low-toned vowel

before a mid-toned vowel can actually derive a level tone that is phonetically

distinct from the three basic level tones — namely, a lowered-mid tone

(indicated by a vertical accent in the following example): fe iwo -» fe wo
'want a horn'. Orthographically, the deletion of a low-toned vowel is often

indicated by including a dot where the low-toned vowel had been. A tonal

rise, a lowered-mid tone etc. can then be straightforwardly inferred. For

example, the two cases just discussed could be represented: fe.gbd and

fe.wo. In cases such as these where it is a high-toned vowel that undergoes

deletion, one observes that a vowel adjacent to the deleted vowel acquires a

high-tone: ri aso ~» r dso 'see cloth'. As a final general point about tone, it

should be noted that there is a distributional restriction for tone that is

comparable to one of the restrictions on vowel types. Just as vowel-initial

nouns cannot begin with w, so are vowel-initial nouns blocked from

beginning with a high tone. Apart from this restriction, however, the co-

occurrence of tones is basically free in Yoruba nouns.
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